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Abstract

This manual is a stand-alone document that guides the user through the DURESS II software package. DURESS II is a thermal-hydraulic simulator which can be used for research and teaching. This document describes in detail the architecture of DURESS II, which is a bird's eye view of the entire system, and then looks at each of the various sections individually. The system is split into four separate sections: Process Model, Interfaces, Configuration Files, and Analysis Tools. The Process Model section names and describes each component of the simulator. The Interfaces section explains the three interfaces included in the software package. The Configuration Files section describes how the simulator's parameters can be customized to suit the needs of the user. The Analysis Tools section describes some of the applications that can be used to analyze the data collected from the trials. The final section is the How to section which gives step by step instructions with examples on everything from installing the software, to running a trial, to using the various analysis tools.
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Preface

This technical report is a user's manual for DURESS II (DUal REservoir System Simulation), a thermal hydraulic process simulator for research and teaching. Because of its simplicity, the system can be customized to fit a broad spectrum of needs and uses. For example, DURESS II can be used to investigate cognitive abilities, or teach students about thermal-hydraulic processes.

This report will serve as a stand-alone guide for installing and operating the DURESS II software. However, a basic understanding of UNIX commands for file management is recommended.

Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the components of the DURESS II software package and the flow of information within this system. There are four main components: Input, Simulator, Output, and Analysis.

In the Input segment, where the configuration files are located, one can alter the parameters of the system such as the size of the reservoirs, the amount of flow allowed through the valves, the output demands, as well as numerous other variables. In addition, pre-defined faults can be introduced into the system. These options are particularly useful because one can customize the system to suit a wide variety of needs.

The next section is the Simulator, which encompasses both the Process Model and the Interfaces. The Process Model is the heart of the system and contains the central
workings of the system -- the equations. The equations represent the characteristics of, and the relationships between, the components. As a result, they generate the behaviour of the system over time. The interfaces give the user a visual interpretation of the behaviour of the system, and the means to manipulate the components of the system in order to bring the system into a steady state. Several interface designs are included in the software package, but additional interfaces compatible with the Process Model can be created depending upon the interests of the user of the package.

After a trial has been completed, all the quantitative data describing the state of the system and the operator's control actions are retained and stored in a log file. Subsequently, these data can be accessed to compile statistics or review results specific to the trial. However, one of the tools described in the following section must be employed in order to access the data.

To view the data stored in the log files, one or more Analysis Tools can be used. The log files may be analyzed individually, selectively, or as a group to compare results. Results may be viewed in the form of graphs, tables, or even replayed back through the simulator.

**Process Model**

DURESS II, pictured in Figure 2, consists of two redundant feedwater streams (FWS A and FWS B) that can be configured to supply water to two reservoirs (Reservoir 1 and Reservoir 2). The goals of the system are to keep each of the reservoirs at specific temperatures, and to maintain enough water in each reservoir to satisfy each of the current output demand flow rates (D1 and D2). Both temperature and demand requirements are externally determined. Although DURESS II has been modeled to be consistent with the laws of physics (e.g., the conservation laws), several simplifying assumptions have been made, as outlined in the following sections. To satisfy the system goals, there are eight valves, two pumps, and two heaters; these all have first-order lag dynamics.

Each component code begins with the first letter of the component name: "H" for heaters, "V" for valves, "P" for pumps, and "R" for reservoirs. As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, DURESS II has 2 feedwater streams: FWS A and FWS B. These letters are used in the component code to describe components in each of the respective FWS's. For example, valves in FWS A are labeled with the prefix "VA". The final digit in some of the component codes refers to the reservoir that the component is directly connected to. For example, the valves connected to reservoir 1 are named "VA1 and VB1"
and V01”. Similar naming conventions are used for all of the other components of DURESS II.

As shown in Figure 2, the water that feeds into DURESS II is obtained from an unlimited external source that supplies a net positive suction head. Thus, there is always water available.
Feedwater Streams

Each input feedwater stream (FWS A and FWS B) consists of one pump (PA, PB) and three valves (VA, VA1, and VA2; VB, VB1, and VB2). The two streams are functionally identical, each having a capacity for attaining a preset maximum flowrate. Each feedwater stream can be configured to supply water to both, either, or neither of the two reservoirs.

Piping

The pipes are assumed to be perfectly insulated. Thus, there will be no transfer of heat between the water in the pipes and the surrounding environment. It is assumed that the pipes are sufficiently large in diameter that their pressure losses are much smaller than those caused by the valves. Therefore, the resistance of the pipes is ignored. Note also that the length of the pipes from each of the end valves (VA1, VA2, VB1, VB2) to each reservoir is the same.

Valves

All of the eight valves are identical (VA, VA1, VA2, VB, VB1, VB2, VO1, and VO2). The valve settings have a linear range and can be varied from completely closed to all the way open. It is assumed that the valve settings directly specify the flowrates (or the flowrate ratios when appropriate) rather than the flow resistances.

Pumps

The 2 pumps (PA and PB) are functionally identical. They each have discrete settings, either ON or OFF. Each pump has a fixed maximum flowrate capacity.

Heaters

The 2 heaters (HTR1 and HTR2) are also functionally identical. They have a continuous control settings ranging from off to a maximum heat flow.
Reservoirs

The size of the 2 reservoirs can be varied independently of one another. It is assumed that the reservoirs are perfectly insulated and as a result, there is no heat transfer between the water in the reservoirs and the surrounding environment.

Demand

The demand \((D_1, D_2)\) is the desired output flowrate for each reservoir. The dynamics associated with a pressure head in the reservoir (i.e., the force of gravity on the water) are not considered. Furthermore, the demands for the two reservoirs need not be the same, and can change from trial to trial or within a trial. The demand for each reservoir can range from no demand to full demand.

Interfaces

**Physical Interface**

![Physical Interface for DURESS II](image-url)
The physical interface, shown in Figure 3, provides a physical representation of DURESS II, displaying only the control variables and the goal variables. (Note that for the above diagram, a set of values has been chosen for the valve capacities, and temperature and volume demands. As described later, these values can all be altered by editing the configuration file.) The first meter on the left of the display is a water thermometer (T0), which measures the temperature of the water entering the system. This thermometer displays temperature as a vertical bar (coloured red in the display) that increases in height as the water temperature increases. The normal inlet water temperature is indicated by the green area on the scale. After the thermometer, the input water stream splits and flows to two pumps (PA and PB). The pumps have discrete switches and are either on or off. The state of the pump can be changed by clicking on the pump. The pumps are displayed in black (with white lettering) if they are off, and in light gray (with black lettering) if they are on. If either pump is turned on without any of the downstream valves being opened, the pump will break down. This error terminates the trial.

The next set of components are the primary valves (VA and VB) which have a continuous range from shut to all the way open. The valve state is set using a mouse to either drag the yellow triangular pointer to the desired setting, or to simply click on the scale at the desired point. From these primary valves, each FWS splits into two secondary valves connecting each stream to both reservoirs. The secondary valves (VA1, VA2, VB1, and VB2) operate in the same manner as the primary valves. The water then flows to each of the two reservoirs, where it is heated and removed, through the use of the heaters (H1 and H2) and the output valves (VO1 and VO2), in order to meet the temperature and demand goals, respectively. Reservoir volume levels are indicated by a scale on the side of each reservoir and by the blue shaded area. It is possible to overflow either of the reservoirs, if input flowrate is consistently greater than output flowrate. When reservoir volume exceeds the maximum capacity, the trial ends automatically.

The heaters (H1 and H2) also have a continuous range from off to maximum heat flow. The subject can either slide the triangular pointer (coloured red in the display) to the desired setpoint, or click on the scale at that point. Heating an empty reservoir for an extended period will also lead to a premature end of the trial.

The water temperature in the reservoirs is displayed with thermometers (T1 and T2). The goal temperature is represented as a green area on the temperature scale. If the water in the reservoir boils, the system fails and the trial ends.

Finally, the operators also have control over the outlet valves (VO1 and VO2) that are used to meet the demand goals. These valves operate in the same manner as the other
valves. The demand for each reservoir is indicated by a green area on the valve setting scale.

**Physical + Functional Interface**

![Diagram of Physical + Functional Interface](image)

**FIGURE 4. PHYSICAL + FUNCTIONAL INTERFACE FOR DURESS II.**

The P+F interface, shown in Figure 4, is based on the principles of Ecological Interface Design. (For a detailed explanation of how this interface was designed, see Vicente & Rasmussen, 1990.) Again, as in the previous interface diagram, all labeled values have been arbitrarily chosen. The input water thermometer, both pumps, and all the valves operate in the same manner as in the P interface. However, the P+F interface also contains higher-order functional information that was identified through an abstraction hierarchy analysis of DURESS (see Vicente & Rasmussen, 1990). Thus, each valve also has a flow meter next to it (FVA, FVB, FA1, FA2, FB1, FB2, and MO1 and MO2 for the mass output flowrates). These flow meters have the same value range as their respective valves. The vertical bar in each meter is coloured yellow, which is the colour used throughout the interface to indicate both valve settings and flowrate values.
The group of graphics on the right of Figure 4 provide additional higher-order functional information in the form of first principles (i.e., mass and energy conservation laws). The rectangular graphic on the left represents the mass balance (i.e., input flowrate, inventory, and output flowrate) for the reservoir, and the graphic on the right represents the energy balance. Both representations operate in a similar manner. Referring to Reservoir 1, the various inputs are shown at the top (MI1 for mass and EI1 for energy). Inventories for each representation are indicated by scales on the side of each graphic (V1 for volume/mass and E1 for energy). The outputs, MO1 for mass and EO1 for energy, are shown at the bottom of each graphic. The energy inputs (EI1 and EI2) are partialled out according to the two contributors. Thus, the energy added by the FWS is shown as the lightly shaded bar (coloured yellow in the display), and the energy added by the heater is shown as a dark red bar. The energy inventory representation in the interface is coloured orange, while the mass inventory representation is coloured blue. Intuitively, the mass and energy graphics rely on a funnel metaphor. For example, if the bottom is wider than the top (i.e., output > input), as is the case with the mass balance for Reservoir 2 in Figure 4, then it is easy to visualize the consequence; namely, that volume should decrease. Thus, the slope of the line represents the rate at which the mass (or energy) inventory should be changing. If input equals output, then the line is perpendicular, indicating that the level should not be changing.

The graphic in the middle, between the mass and energy balances, illustrates the relationship between mass, energy, and temperature. The horizontal line with a ball on the end that emanates from the current mass inventory level is coloured light blue in the display. Changes in the height of this line always accompany any change in mass inventory (i.e., the bar will always be at the same height as the water level, V1 or V2). The diagonal line in the center display is always tangent to the ball on the end of that horizontal line. Thus, a change in the vertical position of the horizontal line serves to change the slope of the diagonal line in the center display. For example, if volume increases, the horizontal line goes up, causing the diagonal to rotate counterclockwise, increasing the slope of the diagonal line. The slope of the diagonal line represents the function that maps the relationship between mass and energy onto temperature. This mapping is indicated by the line emanating from the current energy inventory level (E1 and E2) that comes across and reflects off of the diagonal line and down onto the temperature scale (T1 and T2). The goal temperature is indicated by the light shaded area (coloured green in the display). This goal area reflects back from the temperature scale, off of the diagonal line, and onto the energy scale. In addition, off-scale markers are added to the output temperature scales and the
energy input, inventory, and output scales as well. This was added to the system by creating a gap in the scale at the off-scale point.

*Multi-Level Interface*

![Diagram showing Multi-Level Interface](image)

**Figure 5A. Settings Level**

![Diagram showing Multi-Level Interface](image)

**Figure 5B. Flows Level**
There are four levels to this interface: Settings, Flows, Principles, and Goals. Only one of the four levels can be viewed at any time. In the lower left hand corner of the screen is a control panel with four buttons. Any level can be accessed at any time by clicking on the corresponding button with the mouse.

The Settings level (Figure 5A) shows the controls which are used to operate the system, as well as some state information. The input water temperature is shown in
thermometer T0, on the left. The pump settings (e.g., PB) are discrete (either ON or OFF), and are therefore directly labeled on the pumps themselves. The valve settings (e.g., VB) range from 0 to a preset maximum and are indicated by the small yellow, triangular pointers on the respective scales. The blue graphic shows the reservoir volume (e.g., V1), which ranges from 0 to 100 percent. The output valve setting (e.g., VO1) is on the right and is indicated by a yellow triangle. The heater settings (e.g., HTR2) range linearly from completely off to maximum capacity, with a red triangle as an indicator. The thermometer on the right of each reservoir shows its temperature (e.g., T1).

The Flows level (Figure 5B) only shows the actual flow rate for each component, corresponding to the components from the Settings level. The flow rate for each valve ranges from 0 to maximum capacity and is indicated by a yellow bar in roughly the same location as the corresponding valve display from the Settings level. The flow rates for the output valves are shown as yellow bars on the right. The heat transfer rates for the two heaters are indicated by the red bars.

The Principles level (Figure 5C) only shows information according to the mass and energy conservation laws. The blue graphic on the left represents the mass balance for the reservoir, while the orange graphic on the right represents the energy balance. Both operate in a similar manner. Referring to Reservoir 1, the various inputs are shown at the top (e.g., MI1 for the mass input and EI1 for the energy input), the outputs at the bottom (e.g., MO1 for mass output, and EO1 for energy output) and the inventories on the side (e.g., M1 for mass, and E1 for energy). The energy inputs (EI1 and EI2) are partialled out according to the two contributors. Thus, the energy added by the feedwater is shown as the yellow bar, while the energy added by the heater is shown as the red bar. The energy output (e.g., EO1) is proportional to the product of temperature (T1) and mass output (MO1). Intuitively, the energy and mass graphics rely on a funnel metaphor. Thus, if the bottom is wider than the top (i.e., output greater than input), then it is easy to visualize the consequence, namely that the volume should be decreasing. Thus, the slope of the line represents the rate of change of mass (or energy) of inventory.

The Goals level (Figure 5D) only shows the current state of the goal-demand (D1, D2) variables with respect to the corresponding goal states. These variables are the outflow rates (yellow bars) and temperatures (T1, T2) of the reservoirs (red bars). The green areas represent the goal regions. The upper and lower limits around the setpoints are shown as green areas on the two temperature scales. The upper and lower limits around the demands, are shown as green areas on the output flowrate meters.
Configuration Files

Although the form of the basic elements of the process model remain constant, the Configuration Files allow users to alter the simulation to suit their needs. The configuration files give the users the power to directly manipulate the variables that are fed into the simulator. Examples of variables include reservoir size, individual valve capacity, heat transfer rate, and demand settings. In addition, simulated faults can be configured to occur during the trial (i.e. valve blockage, reservoir leak, heater failure, etc.) and it is possible to specify initial conditions for the trial (i.e. water initially found in the reservoir).

Even though the parameters of the simulator can take on an infinite number of values, the relationships between the elements that govern the performance of the simulator impose constraints on meaningful combinations of values. For instance, if the density of the liquid in the feedwater streams is changed to one-tenth that of water, the reservoirs would fill up so fast that the operator would have an extremely difficult time controlling the system.

Users may find the following alterations of particular interest:

Feedwater Streams:
- input temperature
- pump capacities (independently variable)
- valves (each configured with different flow capacities)
- splitters (allow limited flow from primary to secondary valves)

Reservoirs and Heaters:
- reservoir size
- maximum reservoir height
- water demand temperature
- water density
- initial water level
- maximum heat flow from heater

Faults (occurring after set period of time):
- change in demand (flow or temperature)
- additional water into/out of reservoir
- additional heat into reservoir
• valve blockage
• valve stickage
• heater failure
• change to inflow temperature
• pump failure

An example of a configuration file is provided in Appendix A. For this particular trial, the mass and temperature demands are set at 6 kg/sec and 40 °C for Reservoir 1, and 9 kg/sec and 20 °C for Reservoir 2. For the operator to reach 'steady state', these goals must be maintained for five consecutive minutes. The trial also includes two faults. The first fault is a reservoir leak which occurs in Reservoir 1 at three minutes. Once the counter reaches that time, the reservoir will start to lose water at an additional rate of 3 kg/s. This loss will not be detectable in the outflow measurement (i.e. the mass balance line will not change). However, the water level will drop for no apparent reason. The second fault occurs at four minutes. While the first fault was a loss of water, this fault results in additional water inflow to Reservoir 2. At the time of this fault, the reservoir will start to gain 3 kg/s of water at 30 °C. Also like the leak, the extra water will not be detected in the inflow measurement, but the water level will rise and possibly temperature too.

A fault can be added to any trial simply by changing the '-1' where the 'time of fault' is specified to the desired time in minutes. For instance in the example, the faults are found in the 'reservoir' sections and the '-1's have been changed to '3' and '4' accordingly. Then the 'additional water inflow' was changed to '3' for Reservoir 1, and '3' for Reservoir 2. As well, the 'addition inflow temperature' for Reservoir 2 was changed to '30'. This combination of changes to the configuration file will create the faults described above. The maximum number of faults in a trial is 30.

Analysis Tools

In the following sections, a description of what each tool does is included. For a description on how to use the following tools, please consult the 'How To' section for the analysis tool desired. For a list of the UNIX commands associated with these analysis tools, please consult Appendix E.
Log Files

Whenever the operator clicks the mouse, the simulation records the control action, the time, and the current values of all of the system variables. These data are stored in a Log File. All of the analysis tools described below use the Log Files as input. It is important to note that the log files cannot be read directly, but rather have to be used in conjunction with another analysis tool to extract data.

dplayer

Dplayer is a trial replay module. It is a useful device for reviewing the individual trials. Dplayer can play back a trial showing the interface used by the operator while the operator’s control movements are highlighted with an arrow. The trials can be interpolated to show continuous movement between control inputs. It is also possible to fast forward or rewind through the control inputs of the trial.

dxtract

Dxtract is the utility which allows the user to isolate data from the log files to be analyzed. Using dxtract, the user can extract data in its entirety or selectively. Some of the variables which can be analyzed include PA setting, VB1 flow, reservoir 2 level, reservoir 1 energy inflow from water, etc. An extensive list is included in Appendix B. Through the extraction process, it is possible to transfer the data to a file which can be used in any spreadsheet program.

dgraph & dgraphgen

Dgraph and dgraphgen are analysis tools that can be used in combination to draw action transition graphs from data extracted from the log files. Dgraphgen prepares the data to be plotted by dgraph. Action transition graphs reveal sequential relationships in behavior. Each component is represented by a node, and those nodes that are acted on in sequence are joined by a line. The thickness of a line joining any two nodes is proportional to the frequency of that transition. Action transition graphs can illustrate changes in patterns of skill, providing a summary of an individual’s understanding of the system on a
A sample action transition graph is included in Appendix C.

Dgraphgen gives the user three options for the number of nodes in the graph.

- dgraphgen 1: all 12 components
- dgraphgen 2: 6 nodes (pumps (2), primary valves (2), and heaters (2))
- dgraphgen 3: 3 nodes (all pumps, all valves, and all heaters)

**dloggen**

Since DURESS II is fully deterministic, log files contain only the operator’s actions. In order to obtain variable values between actions, it is necessary to interpolate using the existing log file. Dloggen generates a log file containing data with a known fixed selectable interval. For example, one could retrieve the state of the trial every 15 seconds. From the newly created log file, one could analyze the data variables using dxtract.

**How to ...**

**Set Up DURESS II**

Obtaining and setting up the DURESS II software package is an easy process. It can be obtained by using a file transfer protocol:

```
% ftp ftp.ie.utoronto.ca
% login: anonymous
% password: [type in your full login address]
% cd incoming
% get duress.Nick.tar.gz
```

Once you have the received the file unzip it using:

```
% gunzip duress.Nick.tar.gz
% tar -xf duress.Nick.tar
```
These commands will unpack all the files and place them into their appropriate directories.

Create A Configuration File

Several sample configuration files are included in the DURESS II software package. In order to create a unique configuration file:

1. enter a text editor such as vi or jot
2. open an existing configuration file
3. make desired alterations to existing variables
4. save file under a new filename

Run A Trial

Once the DURESS II software package has been installed, simply type 'duress' at the prompt. From there a window titled 'DURESS SIMULATOR' will open.

1. Click on the ConFile box
2. Enter the directory where the configuration files are located
3. Choose the desired configuration file
4. Click on 'Ready'
5. If the trial needs to be stored for further analysis, a subject name and trial number must be entered in the appropriate boxes. Otherwise, no log file will be created. (Hint: Choose "01" rather than "1" for the first trial number to keep the log files in numerical order.)
6. To choose an interface, click repeatedly on the interface box until the desired interface is shown

The DURESS II simulator offers the option of having an on-screen timer and either a limited or unlimited simulation time. For the on-screen timer, click 'on' or 'off'. For the simulation time, click 'limited' or 'unlimited'. If the former is chosen, a time limit box will appear; enter the desired time limit there in minutes. Once the simulation has reached the
time limit, it will automatically halt the simulation. Once all the parameters are properly set, click on 'OK' and the trial will begin immediately.

Run dplayer

To use the dplayer trial replay module, type 'dplayer' at the prompt and a window titled 'Duress Player' will open.

1. Click on the Log File box and go to the directory containing the log files. Select the desired log file and click on 'Ready'. (Hint: Only uncompressed log files will be listed.)
2. Clicking repeatedly on the intermediate values box gives the option whether or not to generate intermediate values. If the intermediate values are desired, then they will be calculated by interpolating between control actions. This only applies to the continuous mode of play.
3. As well, the speed of the continuous replay can be varied by sliding the bar in the speed box anywhere between normal and fast.
4. Click on 'OK'.

The interface is configured to match the state of the system at the beginning of a trial. There is a graphic in the bottom left hand corner of the screen which contains the controls for Dplayer. Dplayer can be controlled somewhat like a tape player or VCR. It operates in two modes: discrete steps and continuous replay.

Discrete Steps

In the discrete mode, Dplayer can be controlled using two keys: the key with the blue double arrow pointing to the right (>>) and the key with the blue double arrow pointing to the left (<<). The >> key allows the user to move forward through the trial, step by step. Similarly, the << key backs up through the trial, step by step.

There is a small clock just above these keys which indicates the time that has elapsed in the trial. At the beginning, the clock reads 00:00:00. In the step by step play
mode, the clock will not advance uniformly. It displays only the times at which control actions were made.

When the >> key is pressed, the first control action is highlighted with a large green arrow. As the trial progresses by pressing the >> key, each control action in turn is highlighted by the large green arrow. It should be noted that the time intervals between each control action are not equal.

Another way to determine the relative position within the trial is to refer to the slider just below the timer. When the indicator is in its extreme left hand position, the trial is just beginning. When the indicator is in its extreme right hand position, the trial is at the end. At intermediate times in the trial, the indicator will show the position relative to the beginning and end of the trial. However, in the discrete steps mode of operation, Dplayer will not advance beyond the last control action even if this is not yet the end of the trial.

**Continuous Replay**

In the continuous replay mode, it is possible to play the trial continuously using the key with the blue single arrow pointing to the right (>). In this mode of operation, the key with the blue square pauses the trial. To resume playing the trial again, the > key will restart the continuous replay. The keys to the right of the timer control the speed of the replay. The up arrow (Δ) speeds up the rate of replay, while the down arrow (V) slows down the rate of replay.

In the continuous replay mode of operation, a message box will indicate the end of the trial and the reason for the termination (e.g., steady state was reached). Additional information from the trial can also be accessed by clicking on the 'inf.' button in the 'DURESS Control Panel' window. The following information will be listed in the window:

- Subject
- Trial
- Date & time of trial
- Interface used
- Total time of trial
- Configuration file used
- How the trial was terminated
Furthermore, there is a score box, illustrated in Figure 5, which gives statistics on the amount of water that was released from the system, in and out of the temperature and demand goals. It also gives the percentage of water released which was completely in the goal regions. For instance, in Figure 6 the score box shows that 40.6% of the fluid that the operator released from the system that was within both temperature and demand goal regions.

![Figure 6. A score box displayed by DPlayer's 'Info' button.](image)

*Run dxtract*

In order to analyze individual variables, or groups of variables, from the Log Files, dxtract can be used in a multitude of ways. For example, if the user wanted to extract the flow through valve VA from the Log File 'xx.01.log', the following commands must be executed (the % sign indicates the UNIX prompt and the system response is indented):

```
% dxtract xx.01.log > VAflow
```

# 'VAflow' is an arbitrary destination file
# name
1. PA state
2. PB state
3. VA setting
4. VA flow
5. VA1 setting
....
42. Actions

Choice: 4 # Enter 4 for VA flow data

Or alternatively, if the user know's which component number they want to extract, it can be typed in directly:

% dxtract -v 4 xx.01.log > VAflow

To extract VB flow from a file called 'xx.01.log' and save it in file 'Vbflow', the following command should be typed:

% dxtract -v 10 xx.01.log > VBflow

Files created with 'dxtract' will have two columns of data separated by tabs. The first column is always 'time' and the second the extracted variable. The first row contains a header describing the data in each column.

To combine two (or more) already extracted files into one, e.g., 'VAflow' and 'VBflow' into 'flows', use:

% combine VAflow VBflow > flows

This will create the file 'flows' with three columns: time in the first, VAflow in the second, VBflow in the third. An algorithm to run dxtract for a series of log files is included in Appendix D.
Run dgraph & dgraphgen

To use dgraph, the analysis must be run from a directory where dxtract, dgraphgen, and dgraph are all accessible. Once this is done, the following commands must be typed:

% dxtract -v42 <logfile> > logfile.dx  # takes the 'action' data from the
# desired logfile and places it in a file  # called 'logfile.dx'

% cut -f1,2 logfile.dx > logfile.cut  # puts the first 2 columns from
# 'logfile.dx' into a file called  # 'logfile.cut'

% cat logfile.cut | dgraphgen 1 | dgraph  # sends 'logfile.cut' to dgraphgen and
# using style 1 (all the components) to
# dgraph which plots it on the screen

Once the graph has been displayed on the screen, adjustments can be made to make clarify the graph. For instance, if a node happens to be blocking a path line, the node can be moved slightly by dragging and dropping it. Also, if the subject repeatedly switched between two nodes, the path line will be very thick, thus obstructing the view of other lines. The overall thickness of the lines can be reduced using the slider in the bottom left corner of the screen. Once the graph is satisfactory, it can be saved to a file of any format by clicking on the 'Save' button.

Run dloggen

In order to use dloggen, the user must be in the same directory as the log files. Then the user must decide the time interval for the interpolation. The following command shows how to use dloggen if one desires an interval time of 10 seconds for the file called 'old.log' to be saved as 'new.log'

% dloggen 10 old.log new.log
References


Appendices

Appendix A: Sample configuration file

# Sample configuration file for DURESS II
#
# + recommended values to change are marked with *
# + use -1 as the fault time when no fault needed;
# all fault times are in minutes
# + comments start with # and continue to the end of line
#

# Global values
0.1  # simulation interval (sec)
5    # steady time (min)
0    # time after which steady state is checked (min)
1.5  # temperature margin (C)
1    # demand margin (kg/sec)

# Demand change

dc1  # the name
20   # maximum demand (kg/sec)
6    # initial demand (kg/sec)
6    # initial demand (kg/sec)
0.1  # time constant
0    # demand when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1   # time of fault 1
0    # demand when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1   # time of fault 2

dc2  # the name
20   # maximum demand (kg/sec)
9    # initial demand (kg/sec)
9    # initial demand (kg/sec)
0.1  # time constant
0    # demand when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1   # time of fault 1
0    # demand when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1   # time of fault 2

# Hidden heaters

hh0  # the heater name
50   # maximum temperature (C)
10   # initial temperature (C)
10   # initial temperature (C)
15   # time constant
0    # temperature when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 1
0   #* temperature when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 2

# reservoir 1
hh1  # the heater name
2.09e6 # max heat flow to reservoir 1 (W)
0    # initial heat flow
0    # initial heat flow
15   # time constant
0    #* heat flow when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 1
0    #* heat flow when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 2

# reservoir 2
hh2  # the heater name
2.09e6 # max heat flow to reservoir 2 (W)
0    # initial heat flow
0    # initial heat flow
15   # time constant
0    #* heat flow when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 1
0    #* heat flow when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 2

#*************** Upper string ******************
# pump PA
PA    # the pump name
0     #* initial state (0: off, 1: on)
0.05  # minimum flow through pump
10    # maximum flow through pump (kg/sec)
5     # time constant
-1    #* time of fault
5     # time to blow up when valves are closed

# valve VA
VA    # the valve name
10    # maximum flow through valve (kg/sec)
0     #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0     #* initial flow thru valve (0..maximum flow)
5     # time constant
0     #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1    #* time of fault 1
0     #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1    #* time of fault 2

# valve VA1
VA1   # the valve name
10    # maximum flow through valve (kg/sec)
0     #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0     #* initial flow thru valve (0..maximum flow)
5     # time constant
0     #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1    #* time of fault 1
0     #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
**# valve VA2**

VA2  # the valve name
10  # maximum flow through valve (kg/sec)
      
0  #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0  #* initial flow thru valve (0..maximum flow)
5  # time constant
0  #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 1
0  #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 2

**# splitter**

20  # maximum flow through splitter (kg/sec)

**# pump PB**

PB  # the pump name
0  #* initial state (0, 1)
0.05  # minimum flow through pump
10  # maximum flow through pump (kg/sec)
5  # time constant
-1  #* time of fault
5  # time to blow up

**# valve VB**

VB  # the valve name
10  # maximum flow through valve (kg/sec)
      
0  #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0  #* initial flow thru valve (0..maximum flow)
5  # time constant
0  #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 1
0  #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 2

**# valve VB1**

VB1  # the valve name
10  # maximum flow through valve
      
0  #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0  #* initial flow thru valve (0..maximum flow)
5  # time constant
0  #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 1
0  #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 2

**# valve VB2**

VB2  # the valve name
10  # maximum flow through valve
      
0  #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0  #* initial flow thru valve (0..maximum flow)
5  # time constant
0  #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 1
0  #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1  #* time of fault 2

**# splitter**
20  # maximum flow through splitter (kg/sec)

# **************************************************
# upper heater
10  # the maximum heater setting (0..inf)
0   #* initial heater setting (0..maximum setting)
0   #* initial heater output (0..maximum setting)
1.25e6 #* maximum heat flow from heater (W)
15  # time constant
-1  #* time of fault
-1  #* output percentage when fault occurs

# lower heater
10  # the maximum heater setting (0..inf)
0   #* initial heater setting (0..maximum setting)
0   #* initial heater output (0..maximum setting)
1.25e6 #* maximum heat flow from heater (W)
15  # time constant
-1  #* time of fault
-1  #* percentage of fault

# **************************************************
# upper reservoir
Reservoir 1  # the reservoir name
20  # maximum water inflow (kg/sec)
20  # maximum water outflow (kg/sec)
0   #* initial water level (m)
0.01 # minimum water level
1   # maximum water level
40   #* water demand temperature (C)
50   # maximum water temperature
2.09e3 # minimum energy inflow
2.09e6 # maximum energy inflow
2.09e6 # maximum energy outflow
0   #* initial energy stored in reservoir (J)
168e6 # maximum energy stored in reservoir
1   # tank area (m2)
1000  # water density (kg/m3)
4.2e3  # specific heat capacity of water (J/kg.C)
100  # water boiling temperature (C)
-3   #* additional water inflow (kg/s)
    #  >0: additional inflow, <0:leak
0   #* additional inflow temperature (C)
    # needed when water inflow is > 0
3   #* time of additional inflow fault
30  # time for reservoir to blow up

# lower tank
Reservoir 2  # the reservoir name
20  # maximum water inflow (kg/sec)
20  # maximum water outflow (kg/sec)
0   # initial water level (m)
0.01 # minimum water level
1    # maximum water level
20   #* water demand temperature (C)
50   # maximum water temperature
2.09e3 # minimum energy inflow
2.09e6 # maximum energy inflow
2.09e6 # maximum energy outflow
0    #* initial energy stored in reservoir (J)
168e6 # maximum energy stored in reservoir
1    # tank area (m2)
1000 # water density (kg/m3)
4.2e3 # specific heat capacity of water (J/kg.C)
100  # water boiling temperature (C)
3    #* additional water inflow (kg/s)
     # >0: additional inflow, <0: leak
30   #* additional inflow temperature (C)
     # needed when water inflow is > 0
4    #* time of additional inflow fault
30   # time for reservoir to blow up

# **************************************************************************************************************************************

# valve VO1
VO1  # the valve name
20   # maximum flow through valve (kg/sec)
0    #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0    #* initial flow through valve (0..maximum flow)
5    # time constant
0    #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 1
0    #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 2

# valve VO2
VO2  # the valve name
20   # maximum flow through valve (kg/sec)
0    #* initial valve setting (0..maximum flow)
0    #* initial flow through valve (0..maximum flow)
5    # time constant
0    #* valve setting when fault 1 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 1
0    #* valve setting when fault 2 (0..maximum flow)
-1   #* time of fault 2
Appendix B: Dxtract Variables

1. PA state
2. PB state
3. VA setting
4. VA flow
5. VA1 setting
6. VA1 flow
7. VA2 setting
8. VA2 flow
9. VB setting
10. VB flow
11. VB1 setting
12. VB1 flow
13. VB2 setting
14. VB2 flow
15. VO1 setting
16. VO2 setting
17. HTR1 setting
18. HTR1 flow
19. HTR2 setting
20. HTR2 flow
21. Reservoir 1 water level
22. Reservoir 1 water temperature
23. Reservoir 1 water inflow
24. Reservoir 1 water outflow
25. Reservoir 1 water demand
26. Reservoir 1 energy inflow from water
27. Reservoir 1 energy inflow from heater
28. Reservoir 1 energy outflow
29. Reservoir 1 energy level
30. Reservoir 1 water target temperature
31. Reservoir 2 water level
32. Reservoir 2 water temperature
33. Reservoir 2 water inflow
34. Reservoir 2 water outflow
35. Reservoir 2 water demand
36. Reservoir 2 energy inflow from water
37. Reservoir 2 energy inflow from heater
38. Reservoir 2 energy outflow
39. Reservoir 2 energy level
40. Reservoir 2 water target temperature
41. Window
42. Actions
Appendix C: Sample action-transition graph

Appendix D: Dxtract log file extraction program

It may be tedious to run the dxtract command for a large number of trials, the following UNIX shell program will run through a simple loop changing subject names, log file numbers, and executing the dxtract command line for each one. In the following example, the 42nd variable (Actions) will be extracted but this can be changed to suit one's needs:

```
for SUBJECT in [list of subjects separated by a space]
do
    for LOG in [list of log file numbers separated by a space]
do
        input = $SUBJECT.$LOG.log
        outputdx = $SUBJECT.$LOG.dx
        echo $input " -> " $outputdx
        dxtract -42 $input $outputdx
    done
done
```
Appendix E: List of commands

duress:
The DURESS II simulator. Usage:
% duress

dplayer:
Replays a session using the log file created with duress. Usage:
% dplayer

dxtract:
Extracts a particular variable from a log file. Usage
% dxtract [-h] [-v var#] infile [outfile]

dgraphgen:
Generates the action-transition graph of a session. Usage:
% dgraphgen graph#

dgraph:
Displays a graph generated by dgraphgen. Allows re-positioning of vertices and
generation of PostScript files. Usage:
% dgraph [graphfile]
dloggen:
Creates a "complete" log file by interpolating the data obtained from a log file
generated with DURESS II. Usage:
% dloggen interval infile outfile
combine:
Combines columns of data obtained with dxtract in a single file. Usage:
% combine file1 file2 ...
logfile.summary.macro:
Lists all trials where the simulation was stopped because steady state was reached
or a system breakdown occurred. The data is listed in three columns. The first is
the log file name; the second is the reason for termination; and the last is the total
time elapsed for the trial. Usage:
Because some files (especially the log files) are very large, it is advisable to compress them. This will make file management much more efficient and save a considerable amount of disk space. Usage:

```
% compress [file name]
```

However, before a file can be used in programs such as dplayer, it must be uncompressed. Usage:

```
% uncompress [file name]
```

Note that compressed files will have the extension '.Z'
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